WHEN SUCCESS MATTERS MOST, TURN TO PANASONIC HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

Providing the highest-quality healthcare is increasingly about the management, distribution and accessibility of information to healthcare providers, patients and their families. Panasonic is uniquely qualified to meet your healthcare facilities’ needs for durable, reliable technology solutions. No other healthcare technology partner can provide the breadth of professional healthcare solutions and support services Panasonic offers. You can count on Panasonic for world-class products, services and support for your healthcare facility.

Why Panasonic

Panasonic is a global leader in technology solutions, providing complete end-to-end solutions that cover a full range of operations to meet the needs of healthcare organizations. Panasonic products are backed by industry-leading warranties. From comprehensive project management and deployment services to award-winning hardware, Panasonic has the sales, service and partner network to solve all of your healthcare technology challenges.

Environmental Leadership

Panasonic is proud to produce products that have a positive impact on people and the environment. Panasonic has a passion for environmental responsibility and implementing corporate policies and programs that enhance our collective ecological heritage and contribute to our continued leadership in environmental conservation. Among these are designing products for efficient disassembly and recycling and making a concerted effort to increase the use of recycled materials and energy-efficient components and methods in its manufacturing processes. Through its Eco Ideas program, the company is on a mission to become the No. 1 Green Innovation Company in the global electronics industry by 2018, the company’s centennial year.
Toughpad™ A1 tablet, to help you provide outstanding patient care. Whether used at a patient’s bedside, at that is truly the closest thing to being there.

It combines full 1080i video and 360˚ HD full duplex audio that creates an unrivaled immersive experience

Video conferencing Solutions

*Available on LF30 series

Key Features
- Touch screen overlay enables interactive use
- Operate with finger or electronic pen
- Easy, fast, accurate data sharing with SD memory card,
- DICOM simulation modes enhance viewing of X-ray images (PT-DZ570 Series)
- 2X zoom lens and horizontal/vertical shift lens (PT-F300 Series)
- i-PRO Smart HD technology
- Ultra sharp, compact lens, 20,000 hours service life of 100,000 hours (plasma)
- Anti-theft protection
- Embedded bar code scanner, RFID reader and 2MP camera*
- Hot swappable twin batteries*

Panasonic’s full line of large-venue, fixed-installation, portable and short-throw projectors feature outstanding image quality, reliability, some of the best flexibility whether for small rooms or large spaces. Durable and reliable, Panasonic projectors are engineered for a prolonged performance life and internal maintenance.

Key Features
- Face matching
- 20X zoom lens and bicubic/vertical shift lens (PT-FZ65 Series)
- 4K UHD resolution enables excellent viewing of 3-7m images (PT-FZ770 Series)
- Superior display for better viewing

Panasonic Interactive Whiteboards

Panasonic’s “i-PRO Smart HD technology” provide a cost-effective homogeneous advantage. From remote PC control that lets you access an electronic pen or a mouse in a remote location to live video feed, interactive whiteboards enable you to share information in real time.

Key Features
- Easy, fast, accurate data sharing with 16 memory card, or connect by Wi-Fi using a PDA
- Easy-to-read color scanning and copying
-“Face matching*”

Medical Grade Cameras and Recorders

The Panasonic KVS-1025c Front Desk Scanner enables you to scan virtually any type of document, including double sided, in color or black and white. Fast and reliable, these compact, powerful scanners come with an integrated multiple barcode scanning engine and powerful software that enhances the potential of document scanning with precision reproduction and variable processing.

Scanners

Video Conferencing Solutions

You can connect with colleagues globally with Panasonic’s state-of-the-art HD video conferencing solutions. It combines full 1080i video and HD ready full duplex audio that creates an unmatched immersive experience that is the closest thing to being there.

Solutions for Security

Panasonic offers a comprehensive range of security solutions—including security cameras, recorders, control systems and monitors—provide nurses, patients, staff and visitors with a safe environment. They are engineered for a prolonged performance life and internal maintenance.

Key Features
- Anti-theft protection
-* Optional plug-in PC with digital signage software

Panasonic’s Full HD, widescreen medical-grade monitors are certified for the operating room environment. Fully sanitizable and drop resistant, they feature In-Plane Switching technology, IPS-Pro, for excellent color accuracy.

Professional Displays

Panasonic Full HD, widescreen medical-grade monitors are certified for the operating room environment. Fully sanitizable and drop resistant, they feature In-Plane Switching technology, IPS-Pro, for excellent color accuracy.

Hospital grade displays with 16:9 aspect ratio can be used with a Panasonic digital recording system to document procedures in the operating room. The recorder enables surgeons, nurses and anesthesiologists to view color-accurate surgical images, even in the bright-light conditions of the operating room.

The recorder can be used with a Panasonic digital recording system to document procedures in the operating room. The recorder enables surgeons, nurses and anesthesiologists to view color-accurate surgical images, even in the bright-light conditions of the operating room.

Panasonic Medical Grade cameras and recorders

The Panasonic KVS-1025c Front Desk Scanner enables you to scan virtually any type of document, including double sided, in color or black and white. Fast and reliable, these compact, powerful scanners come with an integrated multiple barcode scanning engine and powerful software that enhances the potential of document scanning with precision reproduction and variable processing.

*Features i-PRO Smart HD technology
*Anti-theft protection
*Optional features and drop performance rating may vary with specific model.
*Features vary with specific model

Professional Displays

Panasonic’s Full HD, widescreen medical-grade monitors are certified for the operating room environment. Fully sanitizable and drop resistant, they feature In-Plane Switching technology, IPS-Pro, for excellent color accuracy.

Hospital grade displays with 16:9 aspect ratio can be used with a Panasonic digital recording system to document procedures in the operating room. The recorder enables surgeons, nurses and anesthesiologists to view color-accurate surgical images, even in the bright-light conditions of the operating room.

The recorder can be used with a Panasonic digital recording system to document procedures in the operating room. The recorder enables surgeons, nurses and anesthesiologists to view color-accurate surgical images, even in the bright-light conditions of the operating room.

Panasonic Medical Grade cameras and recorders

The Panasonic KVS-1025c Front Desk Scanner enables you to scan virtually any type of document, including double sided, in color or black and white. Fast and reliable, these compact, powerful scanners come with an integrated multiple barcode scanning engine and powerful software that enhances the potential of document scanning with precision reproduction and variable processing.